Independence of viewpoint and identity in face ensemble processing
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Ensemble encoding refers to the visual system’s ability to extract a summary representation from multiple items in a set—such as the mean identity of faces in a crowd—circumventing capacity limitations in visual working memory. In the present study we investigated face ensemble representations of higher level identity and lower level viewpoint with the aim of elucidating the extent of their overlap or independence. To this end, we used ensemble displays consisting of six face stimuli which could vary in identity, viewpoint, or both. Across three experiments, participants were asked to report an average identity, a single identity, an average viewpoint, or a single viewpoint, as cued by a central probe face following a stimulus display. In Experiment 1, we observed a dissociation between the processing of identity and viewpoint, as well as between average- and single-viewpoint extraction. Experiment 2 showed viewpoint-invariant identity processing across a wide range of mean viewpoints, spanning 120°. In Experiment 3, accuracy in reporting a response-relevant attribute was unaffected by changes in an irrelevant attribute. Participants were also capable of extracting both attributes simultaneously with little change in accuracy. Taken together, these results argue for the independence of identity and viewpoint in face ensemble processing.

Introduction

When investigating the visual processing of everyday items (e.g., faces or objects), most psychophysical work has focused on single items. In real-world settings, though, we often encounter multiple, simultaneously visible items exhibiting statistical redundancies, here referred to as an ensemble. For example, an ensemble of faces, like those in a crowd, can be characterized by many attributes, such as expression, identity, or viewpoint. Any of these attributes can be conveniently encoded by their summary statistics (e.g., the average expression, identity, or viewpoint of a face ensemble).

Encountering a large number of simultaneous stimuli introduces a challenge for the visual system (Cowan, 2010), since the ability to hold detailed representations of multiple individual stimuli in visual working memory (VWM) appears limited in capacity. Generally, it has been thought that VWM has a capacity limitation of about three or four items (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Raffone & Wolters, 2001), with ongoing debates regarding the actual capacity (Brady, Störmer, & Alvarez, 2016). Ensemble processing circumvents VWM limitations by encoding a summary representation from a set of stimuli, such as a mean identity from a crowd of faces, effectively pooling these statistical redundancies across the visual field into a single estimate per feature. The hallmark of ensemble processing is the ability to extract a summary representation from large sets of stimuli more accurately than the feature value of any individual item (for review, see Alvarez, 2011; Whitney & Leib, 2018). For instance, in an early demonstration, Ariely (2001) showed that observers could report the average size of a set of circles fairly accurately but were poor at reporting the size of any one particular circle from the set. This summary representation may partially explain the subjective experience of having a rich and detailed perceptual world despite the inability to accurately process all of it (Cohen, Dennett, & Kanwisher, 2016; Leib, Kosovicheva, & Whitney, 2016), and conforms to the visual system utilizing inference-based mechanisms for fast and efficient processing (Kersten, Mamassian, & Yuille, 2004; Purves, Monson, Sundararajan, & Wojtach, 2014).

Since Ariely’s (2001) study, there has been an increased interest in ensemble processing, with faces being one type of stimulus of particular interest. For humans, the ability to effectively process faces plays a significant role in daily activities. A range of information such as facial expression, gender, and, importantly, identity can be extracted from faces as supported, at the neural level, by an extensive network of cortical regions (Gobbini & Haxby, 2007; Ishai, 2008; Zhen, Fang, & Liu, 2013; Nestor, Plaut, & Behrmann, 2016). Viewpoint, a lower level facial attribute, can also be extracted from single faces by appealing to a multitude of cortical regions (Axelrod & Yovel, 2012; Kietzmann, Gert, Tong, & König, 2017; Kuo, Chen, & Chen, 2018; Ramírez, 2018).

Regarding the relationship between identity and viewpoint, for single-face perception identity recognition is more sensitive to viewpoint for unfamiliar than familiar faces (Bruce & Valentine, 1987; Logie, Baddeley, & Woodhead, 1987; Hill, Schyns, & Akamatsu, 1997; Pourtois, Schwartz, Seghier, Lazeyras, & Vuilleumier, 2005), with a nonfrontal (three-quarter) central fixation (Wolfe, Kosovicheva, Leib, Wood, & Whitney, 2015; Ji, Rossi, & Pourtois, 2018). With regard to neural processing, facial identity recruits a network of cortical regions at higher levels of the visual hierarchy (Gobbini & Haxby, 2007), and regions that subserve both attributes, such as the fusiform face area, exhibit at least some separability between the processing of identity and viewpoint (Guntupalli, Wheeler, & Gobbini, 2017). Further, viewpoint and identity appear to rely on different neural-encoding schemas with regard to sparseness or clustering (Dubois, de Berker, & Tsao, 2015), likely reflecting the encoding needs of visual attributes with different levels of complexity.

While an extensive body of work has investigated the processing of identity and viewpoint with single faces, much less is known in this respect about face ensembles, especially regarding the overlap or independence of such representations. To date, several studies have demonstrated efficient extraction of summary identity (Haberman & Whitney, 2007; de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Neumann, Schweinberger, & Burton, 2013) and viewpoint (Florey, Clifford, Dakin, & Mareschal, 2016), as well as other relevant features such as gaze direction (Sweeney & Whitney, 2014) and gender (Haberman & Whitney, 2007). Interestingly, summary feature extraction does not seem to rely exclusively on foveal input, as adequate extraction of expression can occur outside central fixation (Wolfe, Kosovicheva, Leib, Wood, & Whitney, 2015; Ji, Rossi, & Pourtois, 2018).

Yet despite a growing understanding of the types of summary attributes which can be extracted from face ensembles, a good understanding of the precise mechanisms which underlie these representations is still missing. In particular, investigating the extent of independence versus interaction in the processing of these attributes may help to elucidate the perceptual mechanisms mediating ensemble face processing. Here, we outline three behavioral studies in the ensemble literature which speak to this issue.

First, Haberman, Brady, and Alvarez (2015) provided significant evidence pointing to independent ensemble processing of higher level face identity and lower level object shape. However, these results also raised the question of whether such independent ensemble mechanisms are associated with different stimulus domains (i.e., faces vs. objects) or different levels of the visual hierarchy (i.e., low vs. high). Resolving this question is important, as it will inform behavioral, neural, and computational models of ensemble processing. Accordingly, here we investigate whether such independent mechanisms operate with stimuli from the same visual domain, specifically higher level identity and lower level viewpoint processing of face ensembles. Second, Cant, Sun, and Xu (2015) demonstrated distinct cognitive mechanisms involved in processing single objects and object ensembles. Using a Garner interference task (Garner, 1974), they found that participants could ignore changes in an unattended property when classifying single objects (e.g., changes in shape when reporting texture) but could not ignore changes in an unattended property when classifying object ensembles. Here we seek to evaluate the extension of these findings to face ensembles. Third, Leib et al. (2014) reported viewpoint-invariant average-identity processing where the average viewpoint is close to frontal. However, a more conclusive claim for independence would need to consider such invariance across a wider range of average viewpoints, deviating significantly from a frontal orientation.

Accordingly, across three experiments we systematically investigated viewpoint-invariant identity processing and identity-invariant viewpoint processing. Additionally, we examined potential dissociations between the processing of single and ensemble facial attributes. Our results argue for the independence of identity and viewpoint processing and for a dissociation between single-face and ensemble-face processing.

**General methods**

**Participants**

Participants from the University of Toronto community volunteered in exchange for monetary compensation or course credit. All procedures were carried
out in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the University of Toronto Research Ethics Board, including obtaining informed consent from all participants. All participants scored above 60% on the Cambridge Face Memory Test (Duchaine & Nakayama, 2006), ensuring that their face-recognition abilities fall within the norms for healthy young adults (Bowles et al., 2009).

A total of 87 participants were recruited across three experiments: 23 (12 women, 11 men; age range: 18–23 years) in Experiment 1, 43 (21 women, 22 men; age range: 18–29 years) in Experiment 2, and 21 (16 women, five men; age range: 18–21) in Experiment 3.

Stimuli and apparatus

Color face stimuli were generated using FaceGen Modeller Pro 3.5 (Singular Inversions Inc., Toronto, Canada; http://facegen.com/modeller.htm). We selected three randomly generated 3-D face meshes which varied considerably in visual appearance to act as anchors. Then we linearly interpolated between anchor pairs to obtain a face-shape continuum. This procedure yielded a total of 24 equally spaced identities between each pairing of the three anchors (Figure 1A, 1B) spanning a circular continuum of 75 arbitrary identity units (IUs). Each identity was rendered across different viewpoints in steps of $2^\circ$, for a total of 91 viewpoints ranging from $-90^\circ$ to $+90^\circ$ (Figure 1C), resulting in a total of 6,825 unique face images. Of note: By generating faces through 3-D mesh interpolation, we aimed to avoid perceptual inhomogeneities arising from traditional image-morphing techniques (for a discussion of this issue, see ZeeAbrahamsen & Haberman, 2018).

Specifically, morphing was achieved by weighing the 3-D mesh between anchor faces. This maintained a sharp image for each identity morph between anchors compared with other face-generation techniques (e.g., averaging pixel intensities). Facial texture (e.g., luminance, hue) was kept constant across different identities. Thus, identity information was provided only by shape, in agreement with its importance for recognition of unfamiliar faces (F. Jiang, Blanz, & Rossion, 2011; Lai, Oruc, & Barton, 2013). We also note that the granularity of the steps, namely 75 IUs for identity and $2^\circ$ for viewpoint, was designed so that there was a noticeable change between any two neighboring pairs on each continuum. To be more rigorous, additional psychophysical testing was conducted to ensure that any observed results were not confounded by differences in perceptual units across the identity and viewpoint continua.
viewpoint continua (see Supplemental methods and Results in Supplementary File S1).

In designing ensemble stimuli, six single-face images were evenly spaced in a circular arrangement on screen, with three faces on the left of fixation and three on the right (Figure 2A). For an inhomogeneous identity ensemble, six facial identities were selected in steps of \(-15, -9, -3, 3, 9, \) and 15 IUs relative to a given mean identity (Figure 1D). Analogously, for an inhomogeneous viewpoint ensemble, six distinct viewpoints were selected in steps of \(-20^\circ, -12^\circ, -4^\circ, 4^\circ, 12^\circ, \) and \(20^\circ\) from the chosen mean viewpoint (Figure 1E). A single face image subtended 2.9° × 4.2° of visual angle from a distance of 60 cm, while an entire face ensemble subtended 12.6° × 13.9°.

Importantly, in inhomogeneous displays the value of the ensemble mean for any attribute was not assigned to any single face of the ensemble. For example, if the mean identity of an ensemble consisting of different facial identities was Morph 35, then single-face identities would consist of Morphs 20, 26, 32, 38, 44, and 50. Similarly, if the mean viewpoint of an ensemble containing variable viewpoints was 10°, then single-face viewpoints would consist of \(-10^\circ, -2^\circ, 6^\circ, 14^\circ, 22^\circ, \) and \(30^\circ\). For homogeneous displays, where a given attribute does not vary, all faces in the display are consistent with the mean attribute.

**Procedure**

Prior to each experiment, participants completed the Cambridge Face Memory Test. They were then familiarized with the stimuli and with the keyboard controls. For five trials per attribute, two faces appeared on-screen and participants cycled through identity or viewpoint of the right face to match the appearance of the target face on the left. Participants then completed a series of practice trials which followed the design of the main experiment (see later) with the addition of feedback given at the end of each trial, where the correct stimulus was shown next to the image that participants selected as a response.

Each trial began with a white fixation cross appearing at the center of the screen for a variable 300–800-ms interval, followed by an ensemble consisting of six faces which varied in identity, viewpoint, or both, shown on the screen for 400 ms. During this interval the cross remained on-screen and participants were instructed to maintain fixation and not divert their eyes to any of the individual faces. Next, a response cue appeared in the form of a colored fixation cross (green for identity, red for viewpoint, see Figure 2B) for 500 ms followed by a single face probe (Figure 2C). The task of the participants was to navigate a continuum of face identities or viewpoints by using the up and down or left and right arrow keys, respectively. The initial value of the attribute of interest for that trial was chosen randomly from among off-range values (see Figure 1D, 1E). For the task-irrelevant attribute (e.g., viewpoint when only identity was reported), its value was locked to the ensemble mean or to the specific target face when participants reported ensemble mean or single target-face values, respectively. Participants were cued to report either the attribute value of a single face at a designated location, signaled by the presence of an oval, or the average value of the ensemble, signaled by the absence of an oval cue (Figure 2C). When finished, participants pressed the space bar to initiate the next trial.

For each response, accuracy was recorded as mean percent distance (MPD), which is the closest distance between the selected attribute value and the correct one as a percentage relative to the total number of units for that attribute (75 for identity, 91 for viewpoint). In addition, reaction time (RT) was recorded as the duration from probe onset to the first key response.
All stimuli were presented on a monitor with a resolution of 1,920 × 1,080 pixels and a 60-Hz refresh rate. The head of each participant was stabilized with the aid of a chin rest placed 60 cm away from the screen. Stimulus presentation as well as data collection and analysis relied on MATLAB (Version 2015a; The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using Psychtoolbox 3.0.13 (Brainard, 1997). When necessary, multiple comparisons were corrected using the Bonferroni procedure. Modified Greenhouse–Geisser $p$ values and degrees of freedom are reported in cases where sphericity was violated. Effect sizes for significant effects are given via Cohen’s $d$ or partial $\eta^2$.

**Experiment 1**

**Procedure**

Experiment 1 investigated the relationship between average and single-face attribute processing for identity and viewpoint. Participants first completed 10 familiarization trials followed by 24 practice trials. Next, in the main experiment, they completed 216 trials equally divided across four conditions (average and single reports for identity and viewpoint) presented in random order. A 20-s break took place every 36 trials.

For identity conditions, nine mean identities were preselected, with three between each anchor pair. They were combined with three mean viewpoints, resulting in 27 face-ensemble stimuli. Similarly, for viewpoint conditions, nine mean viewpoints were preselected and then combined with three mean identities, giving an additional 27 ensemble stimuli for a total of 54 unique ensemble stimuli. Each unique ensemble stimulus was repeated twice in its respective condition. Testing took approximately 1 hr to complete for each participant in a single experimental session.

**Results**

**Evaluation of identity and viewpoint continuum**

To assess the perceptual homogeneity of each continuum, we evaluated performance of mean reports across different ranges separately for identity and viewpoint. For instance, if some viewpoints are more distinguishable than others, then performance along the viewpoint continuum is expected to vary systematically.

First, for identity, the nine preselected identity morphs were divided between the three anchor pairs and labeled as being closer to one anchor or equidistant to both. We then analyzed MPD error using a 3 (anchor pair: 1–2, 2–3, or 3–1) × 3 (anchor distance: closer to first anchor, equidistant to both, or closer to second anchor) within-subject analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results (Figure 3A) showed a significant main effect of anchor pair, $F(2, 44) = 4.36, p = 0.019, \eta^2 = 0.165$ but not of anchor distance, $F(2, 44) = 2.09, p = 0.136$, and no interaction, $F(3, 66.03) = 0.92, p = 0.435$. Post hoc tests found that reports of mean identity for anchors 3–1 were more accurate than reports for anchors 1–2, mean difference = 3.2 MPD, $t(22) = 2.67, p = 0.048, d = 0.56$. No other comparisons reached significance (mean difference of both = 2 MPD, both $ts < 2.57$, both $ps > 0.056$). These results likely reflect small but systematic perceptual differences along the identity continuum.

For identity, some perceptual inhomogeneities may exist between faces from different anchor combina-
tions. However, since all ensemble means are repeated for each identity condition, these differences would not affect our main results. For mean viewpoint reports, the sensitivity to changes in global viewpoint likely reflects cognitive-processing differences (e.g., better judgment of orientation for frontal viewpoints).

On a related note, we examined the possibility that different members of the identity or viewpoint continua would bias judgments. Specifically, while an MPD metric provides a convenient way of assessing performance and facilitates comparison with prior findings in the field (Haberman et al., 2015; Wolfe et al., 2015), we note that it is sensitive to both bias and precision. Hence, we assessed bias (i.e., offset with respect to relevant reference stimuli) as well as precision (i.e., standard deviation of responses) separately for each condition (see Supplementary methods and Results in Supplementary File S1). This analysis found significant effects for both bias and precision, though their contribution was different for identity versus viewpoint judgments. Concretely, bias affected viewpoint more clearly, while precision was poorer for identity relative to viewpoint.

**Mean and single-item processing of identity and viewpoint**

Participant performance across the four conditions was analyzed using a 2 (reported attribute: identity, viewpoint) × 2 (report: average, single face) within-subject ANOVA. The results (Figure 4A) showed significant main effects of attribute, $F(1, 22) = 1.282.02$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.983$, and report, $F(1, 22) = 20.69$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.485$, as well as a significant interaction, $F(1, 22) = 6.36$, $p = 0.019$, $\eta^2 = 0.224$. Further analyses found a significant difference between single and average viewpoint, mean difference $= 2.9\%$ MPD, $t(22) = 9.67$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 2.02$, but not between single and average identity, mean difference $= 1.0\%$ MPD, $t(22) = 1.43$, $p = 0.190$. These results were replicated using an adjusted scale equating perceptual differences across identity and viewpoint stimulus steps (see Supplementary Figures S1 and S2).

An ANOVA of RT (Figure 4B) was consistent with the accuracy results—namely, the main effects of attribute, $F(1, 22) = 11.21$, $p = 0.003$, $\eta^2 = 0.338$, and task, $F(1, 22) = 7.46$, $p = 0.012$, $\eta^2 = 0.253$, were significant, but the interaction was not, $F(1, 22) = 0.86$, $p = 0.363$. Post hoc tests revealed a significant mean difference between reports of average and single viewpoint—85 ms, $t(22) = 2.74$, $p = 0.012$, $d = 0.57$—but only a marginally significant mean difference between average and single identity: 53 ms, $t(22) = 1.76$, $p = 0.095$.

To assess potential independence in the cognitive mechanisms mediating identity and viewpoint extraction for both face ensembles and single faces, we performed six Pearson correlations comparing participant performance in each of the four conditions to one another. No correlations among the accuracy data were significant (all $p$s $> 0.162$ prior to Bonferroni correction). To ensure that these null results were not due to a lack of statistical power, we conducted a split-half analysis by correlating performance on odd and even trials for each of our four conditions separately (i.e., within an attribute). We observed significant correlations for average identity ($r = 0.55$, Bonferroni-corrected $p = 0.027$) and average viewpoint ($r = 0.744$, corrected $p < 0.001$), but not for single identity or viewpoint (both $r$s $< 0.51$, both corrected $p$s $> 0.053$). Thus, the present results suggest that at least as far as reports of average attributes are concerned, the accuracy estimates across the two attributes are independent.
Interestingly, all correlations across the same four conditions for RT were significant (all $r_s$ between 0.626 and 0.801, all Bonferroni-corrected $p_s < 0.019$), save for the correlation between average identity and single viewpoint ($r = 0.49$, Bonferroni-corrected $p = 0.102$). Consistent with the analysis of accuracy, though, the largest correlations were within a facial attribute (average and single identity: $r = 0.801$; average and single viewpoint: $r = 0.709$) rather than across facial attributes (average identity and average viewpoint: $r = 0.629$; single identity and single viewpoint: $r = 0.626$). The smallest correlations were found when both attribute and report varied (average identity and single viewpoint: $r = 0.492$; single identity and average viewpoint: $r = 0.587$).

Ensemble mean bias when reporting single attributes

While the trend for an advantage of average reports over single reports of identity did not reach significance (Figure 4A), it is possible that mean identity biased the extraction of single identity, consistent with the influence of summary statistics on the perception and memory of single items (de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Brady & Alvarez, 2011).

To assess this possibility, MPD estimates for single reports were referenced to the mean value of an ensemble in addition to the correct value of the target single item. The data were then analyzed with a 2 (attribute: identity, viewpoint) x 2 (reference: ensemble mean value, target item value) with-in-subject ANOVA. The results (Figure 5) revealed significant main effects of attribute, $F(1, 22) = 664.51$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.968$, and reference, $F(1, 22) = 20.00$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.476$, as well as a significant interaction, $F(1, 22) = 4.88$, $p = 0.038$, $\eta^2 = 0.182$. Further tests revealed that single reports of both identity, mean difference = 1.4% MPD, $t(22) = 4.67$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 0.97$, and viewpoint, mean difference = 0.5% MPD, $t(22) = 2.50$, $p = 0.039$, $d = 0.52$, were closer to the average value of the ensemble than to the correct value of the single target.

Discussion

The present experiment finds that participants reported viewpoint more accurately than identity even when the perceptual difficulty of discriminating across units of different attributes was equated. This is not unexpected, given that the processing of face identity presumably requires a higher level of abstraction than does viewpoint (Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005; but see Or & Wilson, 2010).

More importantly, the average/single dissociation typically reported in the ensemble literature (Alvarez, 2011; Whitney & Leib, 2018) was significant only for viewpoint. This seems to point to different perceptual mechanisms for identity versus viewpoint processing (Haberman et al., 2015). Regarding the absence of a clear dissociation for identity, this is convergent with previous findings (Neumann, Ng, Rhodes, & Palermo, 2017) suggesting that processing a summary identity does not preclude or negate the extraction of individual identity. However, we did find that reports of single facial attributes were closer to the mean attribute than to the single-face targets which participants were instructed to report. This finding is representative of a mean bias in ensemble processing (de Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Brady & Alvarez, 2011), and conforms to the general theory of a global bias in the visual system (Hochstein, Pavlovskaya, Bonneh, & Soroker, 2015).

Further, we found no significant correlations of accuracy across attributes, and in the case of RT we found larger correlation values within rather than across attributes, consistent with the idea of independent mechanisms for viewpoint and identity processing. Finally, participants were more accurate at reporting mean viewpoints that were closer to a frontal orientation, presumably by virtue of the privileged neural processing of frontal orientations (Ramirez, Chichy, Allefeld, & Haynes, 2014).

Experiment 2

Here we investigated whether identity reports are affected by changes in mean viewpoint. If mean identity reports show viewpoint sensitivity, this would be evidence of an interaction between the processing of identity and viewpoint in face ensembles, reflecting shared underlying cognitive mechanisms. If, however,
identity reports are not affected by changes in mean viewpoint, this would be consistent with independent cognitive mechanisms mediating the processing of these facial attributes. Given the results of Experiment 1, we hypothesized that viewpoint changes would not interact with the processing of identity.

Procedure

In this experiment, participants reported either an average identity \( (n = 20) \) or a single identity \( (n = 23) \). The identity and viewpoint of single faces in the ensemble varied on each trial, rendering them distinct from their respective mean values—recall that in Experiment 1 the attribute that was not reported on a trial was homogeneous. As in Experiment 1, the mean feature was never visually presented to participants. There were 13 mean viewpoints spanning \(-60^\circ\) to \(60^\circ\) in steps of \(10^\circ\). Viewpoints were combined with 15 mean identities (one every 5 IUs), giving a total of 195 unique stimuli. Participants reporting single identity were cued in the same way as in Experiment 1.

Prior to the main experiment, five familiarization trials were completed followed by 24 practice trials. In all other respects the procedure followed that of Experiment 1.

Results

Accuracy (MPD) and RT were each analyzed by a 2 (between-subjects factor: report mean identity, report single identity) \( \times 13 \) (within-subject factor: viewpoint degree) mixed-design ANOVA. Accuracy results are plotted in Figure 6A. We found no significant effect of varying viewpoint on identity extraction, \( F(12, 492) = 1.18, p = 0.294 \). Quadratic fitting also showed no significant curve for reporting either average, \( F(1, 19) = 2.28, p = 0.147 \), or single identities, \( F(1, 22) = 1.52, p = 0.231 \). Of note here, participants who reported average identity were more accurate than those who reported single identity, \( F(1, 41) = 67.65, p < 0.001 \), \( \eta^2 = 0.623 \). The Report \( \times \) Viewpoint degree interaction was not significant, \( F(12, 492) = 0.94, p = 0.510 \).

We report similar findings for RT (Figure 6B). Specifically, there was no significant change in RT across viewpoints, \( F(12, 492) = 0.87, p = 0.583 \), there was a significant difference in processing speed between average- and single-identity reports, \( F(1, 41) = 5.59, p = 0.023 \), \( \eta^2 = 0.120 \), and there was no interaction, \( F(12, 492) = 0.96, p = 0.484 \). For mean identity (Figure 6B, blue line), there was a marginally significant quadratic fit, \( F(1, 19) = 4.15, p = 0.056 \), but this was not found for single-identity reports (Figure 6B, red line), \( F(1, 22) = 0.12, p = 0.729 \).

Finally, in Experiment 1 single-attribute reports were biased to their respective means. We also explored whether or not this was the case with single-identity reports in Experiment 2. Using a 2 (single face, average face) \( \times 13 \) (mean viewpoint value) within-subject ANOVA to analyze the data, we observed no significant results—main effect of reference: \( F(1, 22) = 1.12, p = 0.302 \); main effect of mean viewpoint: \( F(12, 264) = 0.85, p = 0.599 \); interaction: \( F(7.43, 163.45) = 1.34, p = 0.230 \). This indicates that, unlike the results from Experiment 1, reports of single identity were not closer to the mean identity of the ensemble compared with the correct value of the to-be-reported single identity.

Discussion

In Experiment 2, participants reported mean identity more accurately and more quickly than single identity. At the same time, we note that the mean bias for single-identity reports, as found in Experiment 1, did not
occur here; single-identity reports were not closer to the mean face identity than to the single face target. This suggests a trade-off between the two effects, possibly driven by differences in experimental design—for instance, Experiment 1 required participants to report both the average and a single face, whereas Experiment 2 required only one of the two, hence reducing the complexity of the task. Thus, while the influence of the mean is apparent in both experiments, its impact with respect to different measures may vary depending on aspects of the experimental design that remain to be further explored and clarified.

More importantly, ensemble identity reports were not affected by changes in mean viewpoint, consistent with the idea of independence (Leib et al., 2014), despite the use of a wide range of mean viewpoints. Somewhat surprisingly, though, we did not find viewpoint sensitivity for single faces either, as documented by previous work (Bruce & Valentine, 1987; Logie et al., 1987; Pourtois et al., 2005; but see Liu & Chaudhuri, 2002).

### Experiment 3

In order to better evaluate the potential independence of face identity and viewpoint processing in ensemble perception, we introduced two important changes in Experiment 3, with the goal of maximizing the possibility of an interaction between these two facial attributes. First, we examined the influence of holding both summary attributes in VWM while being tasked to report only one of those attributes at a time. Second, we examined the influence of variation in an irrelevant attribute when participants attended to and reported a relevant summary attribute, similar to a Garner interference task. If summary viewpoint and identity are processed by independent cognitive mechanisms, then we would expect to see little to no interference in the two scenarios. We did not examine the processing of identity and viewpoint for single faces in this experiment, given our focus on the potential independence of ensemble identity and viewpoint.

### Procedure

In each trial, participants reported either one or both ensemble face attributes. There were three ways individual faces varied from their respective mean attributes of the set on a given trial: Only individual identity varied (IV), only individual viewpoint varied (VV), or both attributes varied (BV). We used six mean identities (specifically, Morphs 7, 19, 32, 44, 57, and 69, with two IUs between each of the three anchor faces) and six mean viewpoints (specifically, −50°, −30°, −10°, 10°, 30°, and 50°), yielding 36 unique combinations which were balanced across the different experimental conditions. In total, there were 324 trials across the three report conditions (report only viewpoint, report only identity, report both) and three attribute-variation conditions (IV, VV, BV).

All display parameters were consistent with previous experiments. In addition to a green fixation cross indicating identity reports and a red fixation cross indicating viewpoint reports during the task-indication phase, a blue fixation cross was used to prompt participants to report both attributes. To control for possible order effects in this condition, on half of the trials participants reported identity first (signaled by ∧ and ∨ flanking the blue fixation cross vertically) and viewpoint second, and on the other half they reported viewpoint first (signaled by < and > flanking the blue fixation cross horizontally). The ability to cycle through variations in the second attribute (e.g., viewpoint in a report-identity-first trial) was locked until participants made their response to the first attribute, which was done by pressing the space bar. This then unlocked the second attribute and allowed participants to make their second response. Pressing the space bar a second time ended the current trial, and initiated the next trial in the sequence.

Before the main experiment, participants were given 15 familiarization trials (five each for reporting identity, viewpoint, and both) and 27 practice trials (nine each for reporting identity, viewpoint, and both). In the main experiment, participants were given 20-s breaks after every 54 trials.

### Results

**Order effects on summary attribute reports**

When participants reported both attributes in a sequence, it is possible that the second attribute was reported less accurately due to VWM capacity limitations. To assess this possibility we analyzed ensemble identity and viewpoint from trials in which participants reported both attributes. Accuracy was analyzed with a 2 (reported attribute: identity, viewpoint) × 2 (order: identity first, viewpoint first) × 3 (varying attribute: IV, VV, BV) within-subject ANOVA. Results are plotted in Figure 7A and 7B.

There was a significant effect of reported attribute, $F(1, 20) = 858.12$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2 = 0.977$, indicating that participants were more accurate at reporting mean viewpoint compared with mean identity, consistent with the results of Experiment 1. There was also a significant main effect of order, $F(1, 20) = 6.54$, $p = 0.019$, $\eta^2 = 0.246$; but the main effect of varying attribute was not significant, $F(1.65, 33.10) = 1.35$, $p =$
No interactions reached significance (all Fs < 3.04, all ps > 0.075).

Further pairwise testing revealed that the significant effect of order was restricted to instances in which viewpoint was reported. That is, when participants reported identity, there was no difference in accuracy regardless of whether identity was reported first or second, mean difference = 0.4% MPD, $t(20) = 0.63$, $p > 0.500$ (Figure 7A), but participants were less accurate at reporting viewpoint when it was reported after identity, mean difference = 1.1% MPD, $t(20) = 5.5$, $p < 0.001$, $d = 1.20$ (Figure 7B).

Next, we analyzed RT with a 2 (order: identity first, viewpoint first) × 3 (varying attribute: IV, VV, BV) within-subject ANOVA. RT was analyzed differently than MPD owing to the fact that on each trial, RT was recorded only once, at the first response. Results are plotted in Figure 7C. We report effects of varying attribute, $F(1.64, 32.81) = 3.569$, $p = 0.048$, $\eta^2_p = 0.151$, and order, $F(1, 20) = 22.55$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.530$. There was no Order × Varying attribute interaction, $F(2, 40) = 1.91$, $p = 0.161$. For varying attribute, post hoc testing revealed a difference between IV and BV conditions, $t(20) = 2.97$, $p = 0.021$, $d = 0.65$, but not between VV and either IV or BV (both $t < 2.35$, both $p > 0.094$). Further pairwise comparisons for report order showed faster RTs when viewpoint was reported first across all three attribute-varying conditions (mean difference across all three conditions = 231 ms, all $t > 2.35$, all $p < 0.001$, all $d > 0.86$).

Further, we found that the MPD spread in participant reports was greater when viewpoint was reported after identity, mean difference = 0.80% $SD_{MPD}$, $t(20) = 3.85$, $p = 0.001$, $d = 0.87$, but not in the reverse order, mean difference = 0.30% $SD_{MPD}$, $t(20) = 0.99$, $p = 0.344$. This larger spread is consistent with increased error due to guessing in the former case (Zhang & Luck, 2009; see discussion later).

### Independence of identity and viewpoint

Accuracy of summary reports for all attributes was analyzed with a 2 (number reported: one attribute, both) × 2 (reported attribute: identity, viewpoint) × 3 (varying attribute: IV, VV, BV) within-subject ANOVA and is plotted in Figure 8. Participants were more accurate when reporting a single summary attribute compared with both attributes, $F(1, 20) = 10.12$, $p = 0.005$, $\eta^2_p = 0.336$, as well as when reporting viewpoint compared with identity, $F(1, 20) = 987.27$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.980$. There was also a marginally significant main effect of varying attribute, $F(1.41, 28.25) = 3.21$, $p = 0.071$. The only significant interaction observed was between reported attribute and varying attribute, $F(1.33, 26.62) = 12.50$, $p = 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.385$; for all other interactions, all Fs < 2.66, all ps > 0.082.

The question of why reporting both attributes had a larger MPD than reporting one attribute may be answered by the findings of the previous section. Specifically, this was due to an increase in MPD for viewpoint when reported after identity. Here we conducted post hoc tests examining how changes in an irrelevant attribute affected reports of the relevant attribute. When participants reported only identity, we found a significant difference in accuracy between IV and VV conditions, mean difference = 2.5% MPD, $t(20) = 2.69$, $p = 0.014$, $d = 0.68$, a marginally significant difference between VV and BV conditions, mean difference = 2.7% MPD, $t(20) = 2.10$, $p = 0.052$, and no difference between IV and BV conditions, mean difference = 0.2% MPD, $t(20) = 0.33$, $p > 0.500$. Accuracy was highest when there was no variation in the relevant attribute. Variation in viewpoint, an irrelevant attribute, did not affect reports of mean identity.

We observed similar findings for reports of mean viewpoint. There were significant differences in accu-
Figure 8. (A–B) Mean percent distance and (C) response time for reports of identity and viewpoint across conditions of varying attributes. Participants reported either (A) one or (B) both attributes on a given trial. For mean percent distance we find that accuracy improves when relevant attributes do not vary, regardless of variation in irrelevant attributes. For response time, we find that viewpoint reports are made faster than identity reports, and that when identity is reported, there is a facilitation effect when identity varies. IV = only identity varies; VV = only viewpoint varies; BV = both vary. Error bars indicate ±1 standard error. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; †p < 0.10.

Accuracy between VV and IV conditions, mean difference = 1.4% MPD, t(20) = 3.85, p < 0.001, d = 1.02, and between IV and BV conditions, mean difference = 1.4% MPD, t(20) = 3.85, p < 0.001, d = 1.02. There was no difference between VV and BV conditions, mean difference = 0.0%, t(20) = 0.13, p > 0.500. Consistent with the results for mean identity, variations in irrelevant identity did not affect mean-viewpoint report accuracy.

When participants reported both attributes, we noted a similar result, but only in reporting of mean viewpoint. There were significant differences in accuracy between IV and VV conditions, mean difference = 1.5% MPD, t(20) = 3.55, p = 0.002, d = 0.82, and between IV and BV conditions, mean difference = 1.3% MPD, t(20) = 2.89, p = 0.009, d = 0.71, but not between VV and BV conditions, t(20) = 0.67, p > 0.500. For reports of mean identity, no conditions differed (all ts < 0.75, all ps > 0.500).

RT was analyzed differently than accuracy, owing to the fact that when both conditions are reported, RT is recorded only once (i.e., the time when the first response is initiated). Here we used a 3 (reported attribute: identity, viewpoint, or both) × 3 (varying attribute: IV, VV, BV) within-subject ANOVA, and the results are plotted in Figure 8C. We report significant main effects of reported attribute, F(2, 40) = 42.18, p < 0.001, η² = 0.678, and varying attribute, F(1,6, 33.12) = 7.27, p = 0.004, η² = 0.267, as well as a marginally significant interaction, F(4, 80) = 2.27, p = 0.069. Post hoc testing revealed that all three reported-attribute conditions differed significantly from one another—identity versus viewpoint: mean difference = 0.31 s, t(20) = 8.00, p < 0.001, d = 1.74; identity versus both: mean difference = 0.17 s, t(20) = 5.87, p < 0.001, d = 1.27; viewpoint versus both: mean difference = −0.14 s, t(20) = 4.19, p < 0.001, d = 0.90.

Additional pairwise comparisons investigating the significant main effect of varying attribute revealed that, when only identity was reported, there was a significant difference in RT between IV and VV conditions, mean difference = 0.14 s, t(20) = 4.21, p = 0.002, d = 0.90, and IV and BV conditions, mean difference = −0.12 s, t(20) = 2.95, p = 0.024, d = 0.64; additionally, when both features were reported, there was a significant difference between IV and BV conditions, mean difference = −0.08 s, t(20) = 2.75, p = 0.037, d = 0.60.

**Effect of position in space**

The larger number of trials in Experiment 3 allowed us to assess how the position of single faces in the ensemble influenced average-feature reports. We obtained, for every trial, the difference in accuracy (MPD) between the participant’s reported mean attribute and the value for each of the six individual face positions in the ensemble, and compared each of these difference scores to the MPD derived from the difference between the participant’s report of the mean attribute and the true mean value. This analysis tells us how close the reported face attribute was to each individual face on the screen relative to the unseen mean facial attribute, and thus has the potential to reveal which individual face positions were more or less likely to be integrated into the mean percept (i.e., the closer in MPD a probe is to a specific location on-screen, the more strongly that
Figure 9. Each oval represents a face position in the ensemble display, with the unseen mean face in the center. The relevant value of mean percent distance (MPD), coded as an MPD difference score between the participant's report and each single face, is displayed within each oval. The color gradient is weighted relative to the smallest (green colors) and largest (red colors) MPD for that attribute (left = identity, right = viewpoint). Multiple pairwise tests were conducted comparing MPD to each face with MPD to the mean. We observe that the identities directly to the left and right are strongly incorporated into the participant’s mean-identity report; viewpoint seems to be more evenly distributed. Oval frames indicate the significance of distance from the mean: yellow $p < 0.01$; white $p < 0.001$; blue $p < 0.10$; no frame not significant.

Figure 9. Each oval represents a face position in the ensemble display, with the unseen mean face in the center. The relevant value of mean percent distance (MPD), coded as an MPD difference score between the participant’s report and each single face, is displayed within each oval. The color gradient is weighted relative to the smallest (green colors) and largest (red colors) MPD for that attribute (left = identity, right = viewpoint). Multiple pairwise tests were conducted comparing MPD to each face with MPD to the mean. We observe that the identities directly to the left and right are strongly incorporated into the participant’s mean-identity report; viewpoint seems to be more evenly distributed. Oval frames indicate the significance of distance from the mean: yellow $p < 0.01$; white $p < 0.001$; blue $p < 0.10$; no frame not significant.

specific face location was likely incorporated into the participant’s mean report).

Data for identity positions and viewpoint positions were each analyzed using one-way within-subject ANOVAs and are displayed in Figure 9. For identity, there was a significant effect of MPD, $F(3.59, 71.84) = 5.46, p = 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.214$. MPD for the left and right face did not differ from that for the mean (average difference of both faces = 0.45% MPD, both $ps > 0.500$), MPD for the top left, top right, and bottom left were all significantly different from the mean face (average difference of all three faces = 1.51% MPD, all $ps \leq 0.001$, all $ds > 1.00$). The bottom right face was marginally significantly different from the mean face, difference = 1.26% MPD, $t(20) = 3.19, p = 0.097$. For viewpoint, there was also a significant difference in MPD, $F(4.12, 82.38) = 47.42, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.703$. Post hoc pairwise analyses demonstrated that MPD for the mean viewpoint was significantly different from those for all six face positions (average difference from all six faces = 2.51% MPD, all $ps < 0.001$, all $ds > 2.36$).

**Discussion**

The current experiment reports three main findings. First, we found that variations in a response-irrelevant attribute do not affect reports of a relevant attribute—for example, reports of mean identity were generally not affected by whether viewpoint varied or not.

Second, when participants reported both attributes, accuracy for mean identity was not affected by whether it was reported before or after viewpoint, but mean viewpoint was reported less accurately, and with increased spread, if participants first responded to mean identity. While this may be construed as interference of identity on viewpoint, it may instead be explained by the decay or sudden loss of mean viewpoint representations in VWM due to the increased amount of time it takes to report mean identity. Indeed, such loss of information in VWM has been reported by Zhang and Luck (2009), who found increased guess rates for reporting color and shape features after 4 s, which is consistent with the 3.56 s average time it took participants to report mean identity in our experiment. It is also possible that the capacity limitation of VWM may not apply to processing face identity (Curby & Gauthier, 2007; Wong, Peterson, & Thompson, 2008), unlike lower level visual features such as orientation (Y. V. Jiang, Shim, & Makovski, 2008). This larger capacity advantage in short-term memory is also found for other categories of acquired expertise, such as with car experts (Curby, Glazek, & Gauthier, 2009). Of course, these possibilities are speculative, and it is possible that something other than VWM load may account for these findings. It is the goal of future research to disentangle possible explanations for the decrease in viewpoint reports following identity reports, when both ensemble facial attributes are held in VWM.

Third, the faces to the left and right of fixation were more likely to be integrated into the representation of ensemble identity, but the evidence for this with viewpoint processing was less clear. In a review of ensemble processing, Whitney and Leib (2018) point out that ensemble encoding mechanisms do not integrate all items in a display when forming a summary statistic, but instead integrate the square root of the set size (Dakin, 2001). Here we find that two faces, those to the left and the right of fixation, contributed the most to the encoding of mean identity. While it seemed that all faces were equally factored for computing average viewpoint, the slightly lower MPD values to the left and right of fixation are broadly consistent with the results for mean identity. To be clear, it is not necessarily the case that discrete individual items are incorporated and the rest dismissed; more likely, different weights are assigned to certain regions of the visual field depending on the nature of the stimulus domain and of the attribute over which summary statistics are computed.

**General discussion**

The goal of the present study was to investigate the potential independence of higher level identity and...
lower level viewpoint processing in face ensemble perception. Across three experiments, our data are consistent, overall, with independent identity and viewpoint processing of face ensembles. Our first experiment found a dissociation between average and single reports for viewpoint but not for identity, as well as more precise responses for viewpoint than for identity. Adding to that, Experiment 2 found that reports of identity were not sensitive to changes in mean viewpoint. Critically, Experiment 3 found that report accuracy for a relevant attribute, identity or viewpoint, was not affected by changes in the irrelevant attribute, irrespective of whether only the relevant attribute or both attributes varied.

Across all three experiments, participants were generally more accurate at reporting an average face attribute over a single-face attribute, especially for viewpoint. This effect did not reach significance for identity in Experiment 1, but even in this case, a mean bias was confirmed for single-face reports via additional analyses. More conclusively, a mean identity advantage was reliably found in Experiment 2 across a wide range of viewpoints. These results are in broad agreement with accounts of ensemble processing emphasizing summary statistics at the expense of single-item encoding (Alvarez, 2011). More importantly, they serve as a platform for evaluating the relationship between viewpoint and identity in ensemble processing. Several results are notable in this respect.

First, ensemble processing exhibited different patterns for viewpoint and identity in Experiment 1. Specifically, a mean advantage, as indexed by report accuracy, was found to be significant only for viewpoint, as mentioned before. Yet a mean bias for single reports was more pronounced in the case of identity than for viewpoint. Further, correlations of behavioral performance, as indexed by RT, were maximized within attributes (i.e., when relating average and single-identity conditions) rather than across attributes (e.g., average identity and viewpoint).

Second, average viewpoints were reported more accurately when the mean was closer to a frontal orientation in Experiment 1, while identity reports were roughly invariant to changes in mean viewpoint in Experiment 2. Somewhat surprisingly, the latter result held not only for average identity reports but also for single-face identity reports. This is in contrast to viewpoint sensitivity documented for single face, as illustrated by the three-quarters-viewpoint advantage for face identification (Bruce & Valentine, 1987; Hill et al., 1997; O’Toole, Edelman & Bülthoff, 1998). However, this sensitivity is a source of debate (Liu & Chaudhuri, 2002; Burke, Taubert, & Higman, 2007), and methodological aspects related to response selection (e.g., navigating a stimulus continuum) may also limit the impact of viewpoint sensitivity here. Additionally, the representation of single faces that are processed in isolation may differ from that of faces presented in the context of an ensemble, a topic that awaits investigation in the ensemble literature.

Third, to address the potential independence between ensemble identity and viewpoint processing, in Experiment 3 we attempted to maximize the possibility of interaction. Specifically, we asked participants to report, on any given trial, either one or both attributes, and we cued them regarding the type of report (identity, viewpoint, or both) only after the face ensemble was removed from the screen. Yet even in this case, we found that variations in the response-irrelevant attribute did not affect reports of the relevant attribute—that is, accuracy was not affected by whether the irrelevant attribute was set to the same value across the six faces of an ensemble or varied across them.

Fourth, faces to the left and right of fixation were more effectively integrated into the representation for ensemble identity, while a similar result did not reach significance for viewpoint. Overall, this is consistent with the idea that ensemble processing is dominated by a subset of ensemble elements (Whitney & Leib, 2018), and it further suggests that patterns of spatial integration for ensembles might vary across different attributes even within the same visual domain (e.g., faces).

Thus, the present results highlight systematic differences between the processing of ensemble face identity and viewpoint. These findings extend and complement a series of recent findings. For instance, they confirm the hypothesis of viewpoint-invariant processing for face ensembles, as initially reported by Leib et al. (2014), and provide evidence for its validity across a wide range of mean viewpoints. Further, they demonstrate that, conversely, viewpoint judgments are unaffected by variation in identity.

Importantly, our results complement previous findings which show domain-specific independence in ensemble encoding (Haberman et al., 2015), by demonstrating independence within the same visual domain (i.e., faces). This independence suggests that ensemble perception is highly adaptable to properties of increasing visual complexity and that it is pervasive throughout the visual hierarchy dedicated to visual recognition, convergent with the idea that ensemble processing defines a fundamental and versatile aspect of visual perception.

Interestingly, recent work (Cant et al., 2015) documents the presence of an interaction between the processing of shape and surface properties for object ensembles. We note, though, that both shape and surface in this case are identity-related properties, hence these results are not at odds with the present...
findings. Specifically, our experiments manipulate viewpoint as an attribute unrelated to identity. Thus, they do not preclude the possibility of interaction in ensemble processing between attributes more tightly linked with each other in a given visual domain.

Collectively, the current findings will assist in framing suitable models of ensemble encoding with regard to its computational and neural underpinnings. For instance, the differential weighing of ensemble elements into summary representations has been evaluated in terms of its efficiency and optimality in different contexts (Haberman & Whitney, 2010; de Gardelle & Summerfield, 2011; Solomon, Morgan, & Chubb, 2011). Our results point to the possibility of different weighing schemas within the same domain (i.e., faces) across different attributes, and thus provide a new testing ground for computational accounts of optimal averaging.

On a related topic, the current findings raise a number of questions regarding the integration of multiple types of visual information into ensemble representations. For instance, face identity was determined here by shape. However, recent work has emphasized the importance of surface properties for face identification (Burton, Schweinberger, Jenkins, & Kaufmann, 2015; Andrews, Baseler, Jenkins, Burton, & Young, 2016). Hence, it is important to clarify whether and how shape and surface interact in the processing of face ensembles, as well as how efficiently different visual features (e.g., the shape of the eyes, the texture of the cheeks) are integrated across face ensembles.

Last, little is currently known regarding the neural basis of ensemble processing. Recent work (Im et al., 2017) appears to implicate the dorsal visual stream in expression ensemble perception. At the same time, though, object ensembles seem to recruit the parahippocampal place area (Cant & Xu, 2012, 2017), a region classically associated with scene processing (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Park, Brady, Greene, & Oliva, 2011). While the parahippocampal place area is not robustly activated by viewing single faces, it does appear to be involved in the processing of shape and surface for object ensembles. Hence, it will be informative to examine its involvement along with that of dorsal areas in the processing of face ensembles. More generally, future work will be needed to uncover the representational basis and spatiotemporal dynamics of neural ensemble processing both within and beyond the domain of face perception.

**Conclusions**

Across a sequence of three experiments, we provide evidence and argue for independent processing of identity and viewpoint for face ensembles. More generally, these findings argue for independence in the processing of higher and lower level ensemble features not only across visual domains (e.g., faces versus objects) but within them as well.
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